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ABSTRACT

The Pearl Harbor groundwater aquifer is the most important source of freshwater

supply for the island of Oahu, Hawaii, and the most exploited one in the state. Expanded use

of this water must be made with a well-formulated groundwater management plan. Over the

last twenty years, numerous groundwater models developed and applied to study flow and

salinity transport in the Pearl Harbor aquifer enhanced our understanding of the aquifer.

However, most of them are too complicated, and adequate calibration and verification of these

models require extensive field data which are not currently available. As a result, these models

are not being accepted as effective groundwater management tools. At this time, groundwater

management decisions, especially those concerning the aquifer's sustainable yield, are being

made using a simple robust analytical model (RAM) developed by John Mink in 1981.

In this study RAM is modified by including a salinity transport simulation to make it a

more realistic groundwater management tool. The modified model, or RAM2, consists of two

submodels: (a) a flow submodel, which takes the form ofthe original RAM, and (b) a salinity

transport submodel, which simulates the transport processes and the evolution of the

transition zone in a basal freshwater lens. The mathematical structure of the modified model

remains simple, such that it can be solved analytically and can be readily calibrated based on

available field data of hydraulic head variations and salinity profiles. Its usefulness as a viable

management tool was demonstrated by applying it in a re-evaluation of the sustainable yield

of the Pearl Harbor aquifer.
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NOMENCLAlURE

a= aquifer thickness; for a basal aquifer with a sharp seawater-freshwater interface, a= 41h

Q) = constant width of the aquifer

'YJ = typical deep pumping well depth plus the upconing height, or 'YJ = hWell + hupconing

p = water density

r = mean hydraulic residence time, which is the time a typical water particle stays in the

aquifer (can be defined as r = VIQ)

~ = vertical distance from the center of the transition zone to its upper limit, which is defined

as the location in a transition zone where water salinity is 2% of seawater salinity

A = cross-sectional area of the aquifer

C = salinity (%0)

Co = seawater salinity (%0)

D = rate of net draft (pumping minus irrigation return flow)

Dsus = estimated sustainable yield

Dx , Dy, and Dz = dispersion coefficients in x, y, and z directions

h = hydraulic head

ho= initial hydraulic head of the aquifer

he = minimum equilibrium hydraulic head required to protect sustainable yield

hupconing = upconing height

h well = typical deep pumping well depth

I = rate of natural rainfall recharge

k = hydraulic conductivity

L = leakage rate

n = ratio of net draft and natural recharge, n = DII

Q = rate of outflow from the aquifer (ft3Is)

q = specific water flux (flow per unit aquifer width)

S = storage coefficient

(= time
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tR = travel time required for a water particle to travel from the most upstream boundary of a

basal aquifer to any deep monitoring well location x at constant flow velocity u (can be

defined as tR = x/u)

u, v, and w = groundwater flow velocities in x, y, and z directions

V = total water volume of the aquifer (fe)

Vo= total water volume of the aquifer before development (ft3)

W = source and sink terms (D, I, and L)

x = longitudinal travel distance
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a principal element of the hydrologic cycle, groundwater is recharged by

precipitation and is a renewable natural resource. Prior to human exploitation, Hawaii basal

aquifers were in a hydrologic balance between natural recharge and leakage into the ocean,

such that the aquifer storage remained constant. Since pumping began about 120 years ago,

this natural balance no longer exists. Forced draft has reduced the aquifer's storage and

freshwater outflow, resulting in a decline of the hydraulic head and in seawater intrusion.

Generally, groundwater is managed to ensure a perennial supply of freshwater of

acceptable quality, e.g., by not withdrawing more water than is available over a long term.

The state water code was enacted into law by the 1987 Hawaii Legislature for the purpose of

protecting the state's water resources. Section 174C-41 gives the Commission on Water

Resource Management (CWRM) authority to designate a water management area for the

purpose of establishing administrative control over the withdrawals of groundwater in the

area to ensure reasonable beneficial use of the water resources in the public interest. One of

the prime considerations in designating an area for water management is "whether an

increase in water use or authorized planned use may cause the maximum rate of withdrawal

from the groundwater source to reach ninety percent of the sustainable yield of the proposed

groundwater management area" (Section 174C-44). Sustainable yield is defined as the water

supply that may normally be withdrawn from a source at the maximum rate without unduly

impairing the source utility (State Water Commission, 1979). Therefore, accurate

determination of the sustainable yield of aquifers is essential for the management of

groundwater resources in Hawaii. Over the years, efforts made in groundwater monitoring

and mathematical modeling have provided the basis for sustainable yield determination.

The Pearl Harbor groundwater aquifer, a water management area, is considered to

extend from Red Hill to the Waianae crest (Figure 1). Its total area is approximately

120.92 me, of which the Ewa-Kunia, Waipahu-Waiawa, and Waimalu subaquifers make up

28.1,60.7, and 32.1 mi2
, respectively.

The Pearl Harbor aquifer is the most important source of freshwater for the island of

Oahu and the most exploited one in the state. Since the beginning of groundwater extraction



Figure 1. Pearl Harbor aquifer, Oahu, Hawaii

in the early 1880s, head levels of this aquifer have steadily fallen (Figure 2), giving rise to

concerns about the sustainability of its water supply.

1880 1980

157°50'158°00'158°05'158°10'

21°30' -+----~-=-<_=TI_---'l,....,

21°25' +-,,..,.....---,'

157"50'157°55'158°00'158°05'158°10'

21°25' -f----,'

NOTE: Hydraulic head contours (in ft above MSL).

Figure 2. Decline of groundwater heads in the Pearl Harbor aquifer, 1880 and 1980 contours
(after Liu et aI., 1983)
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The Pearl Harbor aquifer contains a freshwater body which floats atop saltwater

(Figure 3). For a homogeneous basal water body in hydrostatic equilibrium, freshwater and

the underlying saltwater are separated by a relatively sharp interface. According to the classic

Ghyben-Herzberg relationship, the sharp interface of a basal water body is found below

mean sea level at a depth of about 40 times the hydraulic head. However, under natural

conditions, a transition zone exists in which salinity decreases gradually from saltwater

below to freshwater on top. The thickness of a transition zone depends on transport processes

of salt advection and dispersion, which are caused by tidal fluctuation, atmospheric pressure

variation, and recharge. For a preliminary investigation of a basal aquifer resource, the sharp

interface assumption is acceptable and the 50% salinity contour in the transition zone can be

taken as the approximate location of the sharp interface. However, for the formulation of a

detailed coastal groundwater development plan, expansion of the transition zone caused by

saltwater intrusion must be taken into account (Alley et aI., 2001)

Figure 3. Hydrogeological features of Oahu, Hawaii
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For more than twenty years, numerous modeling efforts have been made to simulate the

groundwater flow and salinity transport processes of the Pearl Harbor aquifer (Liu et aI.,

1983, 1991; Izuka and Oki, 2001). The 1980 freshwater head distribution of the aquifer, as

shown in Figure 2, was simulated by a two-dimensional flow model (Liu et aI., 1983). Three

dimensional flow and salinity transport simulations of the aquifer were recently completed by

the Hawaii District of the U.S. Geological Survey Water Resources Division (Gingerich and

Voss, 2005) and by consultants for the Honolulu Board of Water Supply (Todd Engineers,

2005). These modeling exercises have enhanced our understanding of the aquifer. However,

most of these models are too complicated, and adequate parameter identification, calibration,

and verification of these models require extensive field data which are not currently

available.

A simple robust analytical model (RAM) was developed by Mink (1980, 1981) for the

determination of the sustainable yield of the Pearl Harbor aquifer. RAM, which was derived

based on many simplifying assumptions, is able to calculate variations of basal aquifer head

in response to forced draft. As the most popular groundwater management tool in Hawaii,

RAM has been used to estimate the sustainable yield of the Pearl Harbor aquifer and many

other basal aquifers in the state.

To support groundwater resources management activities in Hawaii, further research

and development efforts in the following four areas are needed: (1) extensive field survey

and monitoring, (2) development of new recharge models using agreed upon GIS technology,

(3) improvement and application of existing simple modeling tools, and (4) development and

testing of three-dimensional groundwater models. This research project focuses on the third

area. RAM is modified by including the transport processes of salt advection and dispersion.

The research results concerning the derivation of the modified RAM, or RAM2, and its

application in a re-evaluation of the sustainable yield of the Pearl Harbor aquifer are

presented below.
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2. RAM2 DEVELOPMENT

RAM2 consists of two submodels: (a) a flow submodel, which takes the fonn of the

original RAM, and (b) a salinity transport submodel, which simulates the transport processes

and the evolution of the transition zone in a basal freshwater lens.

2.1. Flow Simulation

Mink (1981) derived the RAM of a Hawaii basal aquifer based on a one-dimensional

groundwater flow analysis. The one-dimensional groundwater flow model can be fonnulated

by combining the conservation of mass principle and Darcy's law of groundwater flow. The

conservation of mass principle or continuity equation of the groundwater flow can be

expressed as

a(Sh) = a(-q) + w
at ax

where

S = storage coefficient

h = hydraulic head

W = source and sink tenns

x = longitudinal travel distance

t = time

q = specific water flux (flow per unit aquifer width)

(1)

Based on Darcy's law, the specific flux through a one-dimensional groundwater flow

system can be expressed as

ah
q = -ka

ax

where

5
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k = hydraulic conductivity

a= aquifer thickness; for a basal aquifer a= 41h

Combining Equations (I) and (2), a one-dimensional groundwater model is formulated

as follows:

a(-4Ik ah)
418 ah = ax + w

at ax
(3)

In Equation (3), the aquifer storage coefficient 8 is taken as a constant.

In developing RAM, Mink (1981) described a typical Hawaii basal aquifer in terms of

several important elements (Figure 4). As shown in Figure 4, there are three source and sink

terms, or W = (1 - D - L)/A, where 1 is the rate ofnatural rainfall recharge; D is the rate of net

draft, or pumping minus irrigation return flow; and L is the leakage rate. A, which is not

shown in Figure 4, is the cross-sectional area of the aquifer.

In Figure 4, the hydraulic head of a basal aquifer relative to mean sea level is shown as

h and the total freshwater thickness as a. According to the Ghyben-Herzberg relationship, a

sharp interface separating the freshwater from the underlying saltwater is located 40h below

mean sea level, or a= 41h.

In a basal freshwater lens such as that in the Pearl Harbor aquifer, water flows from the

recharge area or dike impoundment toward the ocean. Therefore, x = 0 may be taken as the

z

Freshwater
Saltwater

y

Mean Sea __---":1't~~1h
Level hal

_...2.v.:..-~t:::=~ t 1_ • X

1

"'-Q=/-D
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

Figure 4. Aquifer elements used to define a basal groundwater lens
for the formulation of RAM
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upstream boundary where freshwater recharge from the dike impoundment enters the aquifer.

Thus, the one-dimensional groundwater flow equation for a basal aquifer can be expressed as

(4)

Note that the constant width of the aquifer OJ = Alo. By assuming specific water flux q

does not change in the x-direction, Equation (4) becomes

dh
41SA - = I - D - L(h)

dt
(5)

Equation (5) is an ordinary differential equation, with hydraulic head h a function of

time only. This equation is the mathematical basis of Mink's RAM. Equation (5) can also be

derived directly by taking a basal aquifer as an ideal hydraulic model of a completely stirred

tank reactor (CSTR). Fluid particles that enter the reactor are instantaneously dispersed

throughout the reactor volume; thus, there is no spatial variation of any of its properties.

The conservation of mass principle for a basal aquifer system taken as a CSTR can be

stated as follows: the mass variation in the system equals the mass flux into the system minus

the mass flux out of the system. In a basal aquifer system, the mass of the aquifer equals

[(pSA) (4lh)], where the inflow is pI and the outflow is p(D + L). Assuming that the water

density p is a constant, the mass conservation principle can be expressed mathematically by

Equation (5).

A basal aquifer represented by a CSTR is shown in Figure 5.

Mink (1981) showed that leakage can be expressed as L = (h/ho)2I , where ho is the

initial hydraulic head of the aquifer. Equation (5) becomes

(6)

7



Leakage, L .--

Draft, D

Water Table t
v

Mean Sea Level

Freshwater
Lens

Sharp Interface

_!

Figure 5. Conceptual fonnulation of the RAM ofa basal aquifer
as a completely stirred tank reactor

Equation (6) can be readily solved with an initial condition, 1= 0, h = ho. The solution, which

gives the variation of hydraulic head of a basal aquifer with respect to time, is shown as

Equation (7) below:

[
~ hi t:] 2~(I - D)1 (Ii+l - Ii) ~ hi t:

'V 1 - D + - 'V 1 exp - 'V 1 - D + - 'V 1

H ho Vo ho1-D
hi+1 = ho -1- --------7---.=:=====:=-:-------:-7"-------

[
~ hi t:] [2~(I -D)1(li+l- li)] ~ hi t:

'V 1 - D + - 'V 1 exp + 'V 1 - D - - 'V 1
ho Vo ho

As time goes to infinity, the following steady-state solution can be derived:

where n = D/1.

8
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A basal aquifer reaches a hydraulic steady state when the recharge it receives equals its

leakage plus draft. A steady-state solution of the flow submodel is shown as Equation (8) and

is presented graphically in Figure 6. Note that the flow submodel of RAM2 is essentially the

RAM as derived by Mink (1980). Equation (8) indicates that a parabolic relationship of head

and draft exists as shown in Figure 6. Mink (1980) stated that "the clearest expression of

sustainable yield is that of allowable net draft for a selected (minimum) equilibrium head," or

(8a)

where

he = minimum equilibrium head for sustainable yield determination

Dsus = estimated sustainable yield

1.0~-----------------__.

0.8

0.6

~
0.4

0.2
h =Storage head
ho=Initial head

1.00.80.4 0.6
n= D/I

0.2
OL..------l.---......----'-------'---....

o

Figure 6. Basal aquifer head-draft curve derived by RAM

Mink (1980) noticed the empirical nature of the selection of minimum equilibrium heads for

sustainable yield determination. He suggested that an objective determination of the

equilibrium head can only be made by combining the flow and salinity transport equations.
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2.2. Transport Simulation and RAM2 Development

The lower boundary of RAM is a sharp interface (Figure 5). In reality, however, there

is a transition zone between a basal aquifer and the underlying saltwater. In a transition zone,

salinity decreases upward from that of saltwater to that of freshwater (Figure 7). RAM2 was

developed byrecognizing the existence of the transition zone.

Leakage,L +--

Center of Transition Zone
where Salinity is 50% of

Seawater Salinity

Draft,D

Water Table t
Mean Sea Level

Freshwater
Lens

.Transition Zone

_!
h

-Recharge.~1-.
40h

_J

Figure 7. Conceptual formulation of the modified RAM
of a basal aquifer as a completely stirred tank reactor

Salinity variation in a transition zone can be simulated by a transport submodel, which

is formulated based on the mass conservation principle and the Fick's law of diffusion (see

Section 3.1 below). For a non-reactive substance such as salt, the mass conservation principle

states that the rate of change of the mass of substance in an elemental volume of a water body

equals the difference of substance mass flux into and out of this volume. Generally, mass

flux in a water body is driven by advection and dispersion processes. A three-dimensional

salinity transport equation formulated based on the mass conservation principle and the

Fick's law of diffusion takes the following form:

ac __ [ua(c)+va(C)+wa(C)]+[D a2c +D a2c +D a2c1
at - ax ay az x ax2 Y ay2 Z az2

10
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where

Dx , Dy, and Dz = dispersion coefficients in the x, y, and z directions

u, v, and w = groundwater flow velocities

C= salinity

If a three-dimensional transport submodel is used, it would consist of Equation (9) and

other relevant boundary and initial conditions.

The salinity of water can be expressed in terms of its total dissolved solids (TDS)

concentration or its chlorides ion concentration. Freshwater has TDS up to 1,500 g/m3
, and

brackish water may have TDS up to 5,000 g/m3
. Water containing TDS higher than

5,000 g/m3 is considered saline. The TDS of seawater is usually in the range of 30,000 to

34,000 g/m3 (Tchobanoglous and Schroeder, 1987). In oceanography, the salinity of seawater

is defined as grams of solid materials per one kilogram of seawater, or parts per thousand

(Neumann and Pierson, Jr., 1966). The salinity of water can also be expressed in terms of

specific conductance. The specific conductance of seawater is about 54,000 fA.S/cm

(microsiemens per centimeter).

Terms in the first bracket of Equation (9) denote advective transport, while terms in the

second bracket denote dispersive transport. In a comprehensive modeling analysis, Equation

(9) is solved after flow simulation, which gives the necessary information for the

determination of velocities and dispersion coefficients, is completed.

In Hawaii basal aquifers, the advective transport is principally in the longitudinal, or x,

direction and the dispersive transport is principally in the transverse, or z, direction.

Therefore, Equation (9) can be simplified to

(10)

Equation (10) can be further simplified by considering the salinity transport system is

in a steady state, or ac = 0 and
at

11



(11)

Equation (11) indicates that, in a steady-state two-dimensional transport system of a

basal aquifer, the dispersive transport takes place in a direction perpendicular to the flow, or

z-direction (Figure 8). As shown in Figure 8, the thickness of a transition zone approaches

zero at the upstream end, or x = O. The transition zone expands along the x-direction. The

boundary conditions can be expressed mathematically as

C(O,z) = O,z > O;C(O,z) = Co,z < 0

C(x, 00) - 0

C(x,-oo) - Co

where Co = seawater salinity.

z

x

Figure 8. Steady-state two-dimensional salinity
and the evolution of a transition zone

Equation (11), including these boundary conditions, is the transport submodel of

RAM2. The submodel can be readily solved analytically (Fischer et aI., 1979). The solution

IS

12



( \

C(x,z)~~ l-erflAJ
where erf = error function.

(12)

Travel time can be defined as tR = x/u, which indicates the time required for a water

particle to travel from the most upstream boundary of a basal aquifer to any location x at

constant flow velocity u. With given values for D z and tR, the variation of salinity in the

vertical direction can be calculated by

Co [ (z \]C(z) = - 1- erf I )
2 \ ~4DztR

(13)

If x points to the direction of freshwater flow, Equation (13) indicates that the salinity

distribution in the direction perpendicular to the flow will depend on two parameters: Dz and

tR. Note that tR denotes the length of dispersion time. With a constant dispersion coefficient, a

longer dispersion process will result in a thicker transition zone.

The flow submodel of RAM2, or the original RAM, was formulated by taking basal

aquifers as CSTRs. For a CSTR, the only hydraulic parameter is its mean hydraulic residence

time, which will be defined later.

Let A be the cross-sectional area of a CSTR and L the length, then V = AL and Q = uA

(where u is the velocity). The mean hydraulic residence time can be expressed as T = V/Q =

L/u. Therefore, the mean hydraulic residence time of a CSTR is the same as the total travel

time from its upper boundary to the point of outflow. The distribution of relative salinity in

basal aquifer as a CSTR can then be calculated by

C(z) = .!. [1 _ erf ( z \ ]
Co 2 l~4DzT)

13
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If there is no dispersion, a sharp interface would exist between the freshwater and

underlying seawater, and salinity would distribute as a step function distribution (Figure 9).

In other words, the sharp interface assumption can be taken as a special case of Equation

(14), in which D z is zero. Figure 9 also indicates that, with Dz > 0, this step distribution of

salinity would be transformed into an S-shaped salinity profile. The actual shape of the

salinity profile depends on the values ofDz•
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Sharp Interface, D = 0

Hydraulic Residence Time = Constant
Dispersion Coefficient, D2 » D1-800
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.9 oL------=:::::::::;;;r.,......~~:::::~L----_1

.~ I
m
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.c. -400a
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o -600

-1000 '---_.1....-_-'--_-'---_--'--_--'--_--'--_---'-_---'-_----'-_--'

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Salinity, C(z)/Co

Figure 9. Salinity profile in a transition zone as a function of
dispersion coefficient

The actual shape of the salinity profile in a transition zone also depends on the

dispersion time, which, in this case, equals the hydraulic residence time (Figure 10). In other

words, the hydraulic residence time of a basal aquifer as a CSTR is the period in which the

dispersion process takes place.

2.3. RAM2 Submodels

RAM2 is an extension of RAM by including the simulation of salinity distribution in a

transition zone. RAM2 consists of a flow submodel, which takes the form of the original

14
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Figure 10. Salinity profile in a transition zone as a function of
hydraulic residence time

RAM, and a salinity transport submodel, which simulates the salinity transport and the

evolution of the transition zone in a basal freshwater lens (Figure 11).

RAM2

Salinity Transport
Submodel

Figure 11. RAM2 model and the submodels
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The flow submodel simulates the variation of the hydraulic head of a basal aquifer

under pumping stress. The governing equation of this submodel was formulated by

simplifying a one-dimensional groundwater model or by taking the flow system as a CSTR.

The flow submodel is simple, such that the analytical solution, or Equation (7), can be readily

derived.

The transport submodel simulates the salinity distribution or re-distribution in the

transition zone of a basal aquifer. The governing equation of this transport submodel is in the

form of a steady-state two-dimensional advection-dispersion equation. It assumes that a

particular salinity profile of a basal aquifer as a CSTR exists due to the joint action of

advection in a longitudinal direction and dispersion in a vertical direction. The transport

submodel is also simple, and the analytical solution, or Equation (14), can be readily derived.

2.4. Determination of the Minimum Equilibrium Hydraulic Head by RAM2

RAM2, which calculates the minimum equilibrium hydraulic head, serves as an

analytical tool for objective determination of the sustainable yield of Hawaii basal aquifers.

Figure 12 shows the hydraulic head of a basal aquifer and the extent of its transition zone.

The center of the transition zone, which corresponds to the location of the hypothetical sharp

interface, is the reference elevation.

Draft, D

Water Table t
v

Mean Sea Level

1
- - - - - Freshwater-

Leakage, L ...- TJ Lens

Upper Limit, _ -.-.-...-..--.----------------.....-.-----.....--..-.

C=2%Co I,
C~. -----------------

TransitionZeme

Figure 12. Application of the transport submodel for the
determination of the minimum equilibrium hydraulic head
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Desirable source-water salinity in Hawaii is 1,000 IlS/cm or less, or about 2% of

seawater salinity. With C(z)/Co = 0.02 in Equation (14), the corresponding value of z is ?;

(Figure 12) or

(14a)

where?; = upper limit of a transition zone where water salinity is 2% of seawater salinity.

Forced draft or pumping of a basal aquifer causes a decline of the aquifer's freshwater

head and expansion of the transition zone. The problem of seawater intrusion occurs when

the upper limit of the transition zone, or ?;, reaches the bottom of a typical pumping well

(Figure 12). The transport submodel developed by this study determines the minimum

equilibrium hydraulic head which must be maintained to prevent seawater intrusion.

When water from a basal aquifer is pumped through a well, pumping stress causes a

localized rising of the interface (Figure 13). This phenomenon is called upconing. The

Ground Surface

hwejl

U co
ning / - ',- hl..

p -- -- r:--- ----
--~~---------- -~~~---.,

./ "
.-.-.-- '--...

--~~~-_._---_._-~:~:~~~---

Upper Limit of the
Transition Zone,

C=2% Co

Center of the
Transition Zone,

C= 50% Co

Figure 13. Upconing under a pumping well in a basal aquifer
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phenomenon of upconing is considered in the determination of the minimum equilibrium

hydraulic head by defining an effective well depth:

'YJ = h Well + hupconing (15)

where

'YJ = effective well depth used in the determination of the minimum equilibrium

hydraulic head

hWell = well depth

hupconing = upconing height

If the center of a transition zone is taken as the location of the hypothetical sharp

interface, the Ghyben-Herzberg relationship indicates that the minimum equilibrium

hydraulic head (he) can be determined by (Figure 12)

h =~+'YJ
e 40

3. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

(16)

Flow and transport characteristics of a groundwater model are described by the model

parameters. Thus, evaluation of the values of model parameters, or parameter identification,

is essential for successful groundwater modeling.

According to Equation (14), the salinity distribution in the transition zone of a basal

aquifer depends on two model parameters that describe the transport characteristics of the

aquifer, i.e., dispersion coefficient and mean hydraulic residence time.

3.1. Dispersion Coefficient

The theory of molecular diffusion, originally derived by Fick in 1855 (see Fischer

et aI., 1979), states that the rate of solute transport from a high concentration region to a low

concentration region depends on the concentration gradient and the molecular diffusion

18



coefficient. Later, Fick's law of diffusion was extended to the study of solute mixing in a

flowing fluid stream by Taylor (1954). According to Taylor, the basic fonn of hydrodynamic

dispersion is the same as that of molecular diffusion, except that the hydrodynamic

dispersion coefficient is usually several orders of magnitude larger than the molecular

diffusion coefficient.

Hydrodynamic dispersion, one of the most important mechanisms affecting the fate and

transport of pollutants in groundwater, was investigated by many researchers (Bear, 1979;

Gelhar et aI., 1992). More recently, scale-dependent behavior or macrodispersion in

heterogeneous aquifers was discovered (Dagan, 1989; Gelhar et aI., 1992; Newman and Di

Federico, 2003). Due to this scale-dependent behavior, field values of dispersion coefficient

or dispersivity, which is the dispersion coefficient divided by flow velocity, were found to be

much larger than values reported by laboratory studies. According to Gelhar et aI. (1992),

values of dispersivity in a heterogeneous aquifer range from 0.1 m to 19,000 m (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Scale-dependent longitudinal dispersion (Gelhar et aI., 1992)
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In surface water quality modeling, tracers are often used to determine the values of

model parameters of a particular water body. Tracers used are conservative, easily

measurable chemicals such as fluorescent dye and radioactive isotope. In a field study of

stream dispersion, a tracer is injected into a stream, its tracer concentration is measured at

selected downstream locations, and the stream dispersion coefficient is estimated by

comparing measured tracer distribution curves with calculated ones (Fischer et aI., 1979). In

this study, values of vertical dispersion coefficient were determined by comparing calculated

and observed salinity profiles. It is essentially a tracer method of the determination of

dispersion coefficient by using natural salt as the tracer.

3.2. Mean Hydraulic Residence Time

Hydraulic properties of a water body as a CSTR can be represented entirely by its mean

hydraulic residence time. Mean hydraulic residence time T is the mean time that a water

particle stays or "resides" in the water body. It is defined as

V
T=-

Q

where

V = total water volume (ft3)

Q= rate of outflow (fe/s)

(17)

Total water volume can be calculated as a product of aquifer area, water depth, and the

effective porosity of the aquifer. An average value of effective porosity in the Pearl Harbor

aquifer is 0.1 (Mink, 1980).

The total area of Pearl Harbor aquifer is about 121 mi2
• Before the first well was drilled

in 1879, the hydraulic head of the aquifer ranged from about 40 ft at its upper boundary with

the Schofield high-level water body to about 35 ft at its lower boundary at the harbor margin.

The hydraulic head is measured relative to mean sea level (MSL). According to the

Ghyben-Herzberg formula, there is about 40 ft of freshwater below MSL for every 1 ft of
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hydraulic head above MSL. Prior to any forced draft, the total freshwater storage in the Pearl

Harbor aquifer can be estimated as

The natural recharge or infiltration to groundwater is taken as the difference between

average rainfall and average direct runoff plus evaporation. The natural recharge Q of Pearl

Harbor aquifer was estimated by Mink (1980) at 220 Mgd (340.3 feIs). The mean hydraulic

residence time of pre-development Pearl Harbor, To, calculated by Equation (17), or To =

VoIQ, is about 48.3 years.

4. DETERMINATION OF THE SUSTAINABLE YIELD OF
PEARL HARBOR BY RAM2

RAM2 is used to evaluate the sustainable yield of the Pearl Harbor aquifer (modeling

procedure shown in Figure 15). Monitoring data of hydraulic heads and salinity profiles are

used to determine the values of dispersion coefficient and hydraulic resident time. By

introducing these values to the transport submodel, or Equation (14), the minimum

Figure 15. Modeling procedure for the determination of the sustainable
yield of a basal aquifer
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equilibrium hydraulic head is calculated. The ratio of the minimum equilibrium hydraulic

head and the initial hydraulic head is then used by the flow submodel, or Equation (8), to

determine the sustainable yield.

4.1. Identification of Pearl Harbor Flow and Transport Parameters With Deep
Monitoring Well Data

Although groundwater models are generally well formulated mathematically, their

application will likely be unsuccessful or of limited value unless model parameters are

determined based on adequate field data. In this study, observed salinity profiles and other

relevant field data collected at 11 deep monitoring wells in the Pearl harbor aquifer are used.

Figure 16 shows the well locations.

4.1.1. Dispersion Coefficient

Determination of dispersion coefficient with field data collected at the Waipahu Well is

used to illustrate the method for the determination of dispersion coefficient using deep

Figure 16. Deep monitoring wells in the Pearl Harbor aquifer
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monitoring well data. The travel distance from the upstream boundary of the Pearl Harbor

aquifer to Waipahu Well, which is located in the south-central part of the aquifer, is about

8.9 miles (14.3 Ian) (Figure 17). Dividing this distance by the pore velocity or true velocity

of 1.17 ftJd (0.36 mid) gives the time of travel at about 110 years.

157°50'158°05'158°10'

21°30' I--=:::t;:::::~;;::::tt:;:~~~""":t--=-I

NOTE: Hydraulic head contours (in ft above MSL).

Figure 17. Travel distance from upper boundary of
Pearl Harbor aquifer to Waipahu Well

The salinity profile in the transition zone of a basal aquifer can be calculated by

Equation (13) with given values for seawater salinity Co, travel time tR, and dispersion

coefficient Dz• The value of seawater is relatively constant and is taken in this study to be

34%0.

With any trial dispersion coefficient, therefore, the salinity distribution profile in

Waipahu Well can be calculated. The calculated profile is then compared with the observed

profile. The dispersion coefficient that gives the minimum mean square error is the estimated

dispersion coefficient for this monitoring well. The observed salinity profile for Waipahu

Well, along with the calculated profile that gives the minimum mean square error, is shown

in Figure 18. The estimated dispersion coefficient is 0.864 Wid.

Dispersion coefficients for all 11 monitoring wells were estimated by following the

same curve-fitting procedure. The results are summarized in Table 1, and a detailed analysis

of the determination of these dispersion coefficients is included in Appendix A.
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Table 1. Summary of the Deep Monitoring Well Characteristics and Estimated Values of
Dispersion Coefficient

Well Name (and Number)
Travel Distance

(ft)

True
Velocity

(ftld)

Midpoint of
Transition Zone

(ft)

Estimated
Dispersion
Coefficient

(fe/d)

Kunia T41 Deep (2201-10)

Ha1awa Deep (2253-03)

Waipahu Deep (2300-18)

Honou1iu1i Deep (2303-07)

Ewa Kunia Middle (2403-02)

Manana Deep (2153-05)

Waiawa Deep (2459-26)

Po1iwai Deep (2602-02)

Waipio Deep (2659-01)

Kunia Mauka Deep (2503-03)

Waima1u Middle Deep (2557-04)

Average

45,672

33,285

47,113

41,659

34,373

47,462

49,025

30,508

39,125

28,649

40,281

2.36

1.35

2.87

1.70

1.25

2.42

2.65

1.77

1.99

1.19

1.89

766

912

750

630

657

654

755

1,000

906

709

666

1.108

0.233

0.864

0.563

0.460

2.025

0.570

0.780

0.478

0.600

0.860

0.776
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4.1.2. Mean Hydraulic Residence Time

The mean hydraulic residence time of water in the Pearl Harbor aquifer, under natural

or pre-development conditions, is estimated by this study (Section 3.2) at 48.3 years. Over

the years, the water volume and the rate of outflow have changed continuously. The current

mean hydraulic residence time can be estimated by Equation (17).

According to a 1980 study (Liu et aI., 1981), the average winter head of the aquifer is

15 to 20 ft and the average summer head is 12 to 15 ft. The yearly average is thus about 16 ft.

As indicated by the results of a synoptic hydraulic head survey conducted on October 31,

2002 (Figure 19), the average hydraulic head over the last 20 years has had only minor

change. Using the Ghyben-Herzberg relationship, the average water depth would be 41 x

16 ft = 656 ft.

The Pearl Harbor aquifer is heterogeneous, and its effective porosity ranges from 0.052

to 0.514 (Wentworth, 1951). An average effective porosity of 0.1, as recommended by Mink

(1980), is used in this study.

The total water volume can be calculated as follows: V= 3.371 x 109 (656) (0.1) =

2.2 x 1011 ft3is.

Pearl Harbor a,.. ground-Wider levels
October 31, 2002 (9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.)
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Figure 19. Hydraulic head of Pearl Harbor on October 31,2002
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The average outflow is the difference between the natural recharge and the hydraulic

draft. Natural recharge was estimated by Mink (1980) as 220 Mgd (340.3 ft3js).

Net hydraulic draft in the Pearl Harbor aquifer was investigated based on previous

studies by Mink (1980) and Oki (1998), as well as data complied by the Commission on

Water Resource Management (Lauren Ishima, 2005, unpublished data).

The groundwater extracted from the Pearl Harbor aquifer, also known as the net draft,

is defined as follows:

Net draft = draft - return irrigation component of draft - return irrigation component of
Waiahole Ditch flow

Draft in this report is the same as defined by Mink (1980): "The word draft is strictly

defined as only that groundwater that is forcibly extracted from the aquifer. This defmition

excludes spring flow, pumpage from springs, pumpage from tunnels driven at the site of

springs to intercept flow, and all surface water. It is restricted to the lifting to the surface of

groundwater that would not otherwise naturally leak or discharge to the surface in the near

vicinity of the pump."

An estimate of the return irrigation component was determined from data on flow to the

plantation fields. Two types of irrigation methods were used on plantations: furrow and drip.

About 50% of the water applied by furrow irrigation and about 25% by the drip method

percolate beyond the root zone. Mink (1980) assumed the method was furrow irrigation and

used a general estimation of the return irrigation: 40 Mgd for Koolau basin and 5 Mgd for

Waianae basin.

This study re-evaluated the net hydraulic draft in the Pearl Harbor aquifer for the period

from 1928 to 2004. Net hydraulic draft is the actual hydraulic draft minus irrigation return

flow. Mink's (1980) estimate of the net hydraulic draft covers the period from 1916 to 1978.

Additional wells drilled into the aquifer after 1978 are also considered by this study to update

net hydraulic draft data. These wells include Mililani II, Mililani III, Mililani IV, Pearl City

III, Honouliuli Wells 1 and 2, Honouliuli Wells 3 and 4, Waipahu II, Makakilo, and Barbers

Point nonpotable.
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Historical net hydraulic draft in the Pearl Harbor aquifer-estimated by Mink (1980),

Oki (1998), and this study-is shown in Figure 20 and listed by year in Appendix B. The

mean hydraulic draft in 2002 was estimated by this study at 103 Mgd (159.3 ft3js).
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Figure 20. Mean hydraulic draft in Pearl Harbor aquifer

Based on the values of natural recharge and hydraulic draft as estimated above, the

average rate of outflow from the Pearl Harbor aquifer in 2002 can be calculated as follows: Q

= 340.3 - 159.3 = 181.0 ft3jS. The mean hydraulic residence time can then be calculated by

Equation (17) to be 38.6 years.

4.2. Calculating the Equilibrium Hydraulic Head

Substituting the values for mean residence time (about 38.6 years, or 14,000 days) and

dispersion coefficien (0.776), Equation (14a) becomes

(18)
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By setting C(z)/Co = 0.02, Equation (18) indicates that the upper limit of transition zone

z is 305 ft. A graphical solution is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Elevation of the acceptable upper boundary and the equilibrium
hydraulic head

A typical deep pumping well in the Pearl Harbor aquifer has a depth that reaches about

200 ft (61 m) below MSL. The upconing for this type of well is estimated at 100 ft (30 m).

Therefore, in this study, 1] is 300 ft (91 m).

As shown in Figure 22, the minimum allowable head or equilibrium hydraulic head he

can be calculated by Equation (16) as follows: he = (305 + 300)/40 = 15.125 ft.

4.3. Calculating the Sustainable Yield

The modeling procedure for the evaluation of the sustainable yield of a basal aquifer is

developed by this study. By following the procedure shown in Figure 15, the sustainable

yield of the Pearl Harbor aquifer can be readily determined by introducing the minimum

equilibrium head as calculated above to the flow submodel. As mentioned earlier, the flow

submodel is the steady-state solution of RAM, or Equation (8).
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Figure 22. RAM2 and the determination ofthe
equilibrium head of Pearl Harbor aquifer

Equation (8) gives the relationship of two dimensionless quantities, h/ho and D/I. h is

the hydraulic head of a basal aquifer, and ho is the initial head of a basal aquifer, or the

hydraulic head prior to any human exploitation. D is the net hydraulic draft, and I is natural

recharge. The sustainable yield of a basal aquifer is the hydraulic draft Dsus relative to the

minimum equilibrium hydraulic head he.

The initial head ho of the Pearl Harbor aquifer was estimated at 35 ft by Liu et al.

(1983). Therefore, the value of he/ho for the aquifer is 0.43. The ratio of DsusiI can be

determined as 81 % (Figure 23). With an average natural recharge of 220 Mgd, the average

sustainable yield of the Pearl Harbor aquifer would be 178 Mgd.

The sustainable yield of 178 Mgd was determined using the average dispersion

coefficient of 0.776 ff/d, which is based on data from 11 deep monitoring wells (see

Table 1). The lower limit of 150 Mgd and the upper limit of 195 Mgd were determined using

the maximum and minimum estimated dispersion coefficient values of2.025 W/d and 0.233

ft2/d, respectively (Appendix C).
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Figure 23. Determination of sustainable yield of the
Pearl Harbor aquifer by RAM2

Sustainable yields were estimated at 19.4 Mgd for the Ewa-Kunia subaquifer,

110.3 Mgd for the Waipahu-Waiawa subaquifer, and 48.3 Mgd for the Waimalu subaquifer

(Table 2). These values are based on allocations of the total estimated sustainable yield of the

Pearl Harbor aquifer to each subaquifer based on natural recharge (Table 2). The natural

recharge to each subaquifer was estimated using available data (Dale and Takasaki, 1976;

Giambelluca, 1983).

Table 2. Estimated Sustainable Yields of Subaquifers of Pearl Harbor Aquifer

Subaquifer

Ewa-Kunia

Waipahu-Waiawa

Waimalu

Area Natural Rechargea Estimated

(mi2
) (in.) Sustainable Yield

(Mgd)

28.1 24.0 19.4

60.7 136.3 110.3

32.1 59.7 48.3

"Natural recharge is calculated based on data from Dale and Takasaki (1976) and Giambelluca (1983).
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Pearl Harbor basal aquifer, the largest freshwater supply source on Oahu, has a total

area of about 121 me. Under natural conditions, the total freshwater storage in the aquifer

would be about 5.186 x lOll fe, or about 3.88 x 1012 gal. Furthermore, a hydraulic balance

would exist and the rate of outflow would equal the recharge rate, which Mink (1980)

estimated at 220 Mgd.

Forced draft by pumping started in the Pearl Harbor aquifer in 1879. Over the last 126

years, forced draft caused a decline of the average hydraulic head from 37ft to 16 ft. The

decline of the hydraulic head causes problems of aquifer storage reduction and seawater

intrusion.

A simple analytical model, RAM2, was developed by this study to simulate the

response of a basal aquifer to pumping stress. RAM2 considers a basal aquifer as a uniform

freshwater body, separated from the underlying saltwater by a transition zone. It consists of a

flow submodel, in the form of original RAM developed by Mink (1980), and a salinity

transport submodel, which simulates the evolution of the transition zone in a basal freshwater

lens.

Modeling analysis by RAM2 was conducted with the assumption that a basal aquifer

reaches a steady state after being subjected to forced draft at a constant rate over a long time.

At the steady state, the effective hydraulic head of the aquifer is constant, and its value

depends on its initial hydraulic head and the ratio of draft and natural recharge. RAM2 also

assumes that in a basal aquifer under steady state, a constant effective salinity profile (or

transition zone) is established. The shape of the profile or the extent of the transition zone

depends on model parameters of dispersion coefficient and mean hydraulic residence time.

The transport submodel can be applied to a basal aquifer to calculate its minimum

equilibrium hydraulic head, which must be maintained to prevent seawater intrusion into the

freshwater supply. The calculated minimum equilibrium hydraulic head can then be used to

calculate the sustainable yield of the aquifer.

RAM2 was used for an evaluation of the sustainable yield of the Pearl Harbor aquifer.

Modeling results indicate that the sustainable yield of the Pearl Harbor aquifer is about

178 Mgd.
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Modeling techniques developed by this project are readily applicable for the

determination of the sustainable yield of other basal aquifers in Hawaii, as long as deep

monitoring well data are available for use in estimating dispersion coefficients.
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APPENDIXES





Appendix A. Determination of Dispersion Coefficient With Field-Measured
Salinity PronIes at Deep Monitoring Wells in Pearl Harbor Aquifer

Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Waipahu Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, Ax

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, hz
Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (hz - hI)!Ax

Darcy velocity, u = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21 °23'40", long. 158°00'19"

8.90 mi

750 ft below mean sea level

29.6 ft

16.1 ft

1,000 ftz/d

-0.0003

0.287 ftz/d

0.1

2.87 ftz/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, Dz

200 ,..---------------------------------,

o Mean Sea level

-200

-400

~
g -600 -c:
0

-800
~
(J)

iIi
-1000

-1200

-1400

-1600 - Calculated salinity profile - Observed salinity profile

35302515 20

Salinity, C(z)/Co

105

-1800 L.- ......... --'- -''-- ..L.- ........ ----L ...L.....I

o

Salinity profiles at Waipahu deep monitoring well. The calculated profile is
detennined using Equation (13) with Dz = 0.864.
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Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Halawa Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, /).x

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, hz
Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (hz - hI)!/).x

Darcy velocity, u = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21 °22'41 ", long. 157°53'55"

6.30 mi

912 ft below mean sea level

29.6 ft

25.1 ft

1,000 ftz/d

-0.000135

0.135 ftz/d

0.1

1.35 ftz/d

34.00%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, Dz

200 ,..---------------------------------,

Mean Sea Level

o -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-200

-400

-600g
c:
.2 -800

~
[j -1000

-1200

-1400

-1600 - Calculated salinity profile - Observed salinity profile

35302515 20

Salinity, C(z)/Co

105

-1800 L.- ......... --L. ~'__ ...L_ .......... ___' ..L_I

o

Salinity profiles at Halawa deep monitoring well. The calculated profile is
determined using Equation (13) with Dz = 0.233.
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Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Honouliuli Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, III

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, h2

Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (h2 - h l )/III

Darcy velocity, U = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21 °29'20", long. 158°02'07"

7.89 mi

630 ft below mean sea level

23.9 ft

16.8 ft

1,000 ft2/d

-0.00017

0.170 ft2/d

0.1

1.70 ft2/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, D z

200

0

-200

-400

g -600

c:
0

~ -800
>
Q)

W
-1000

-1200

-1400

Mean Sea Level

-1600 - Calculated salinity profile - Observed salinity profile

35302515 20

Salinity, C(z)/Co

105

-1800 '--- ........ ........... ---1. "'---- """'- --"- ...........

o

Salinity profiles at Honouliuli deep monitoring well. The calculated profile is
determined using Equation (13) with Dz = 0.563.
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Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Kunia Mauka Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, Ax

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, h2

Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (h2 - hI)/Ax

Darcy velocity, U = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21 °25'49", long. 158°03'53"

4.84 mi

709 ft below mean sea level

24.3 ft

20.9 ft

1,000 ft2/d

-0.000119

0.119 ft2/d

0.1

1.19 ft2/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, Dz

200 r----------------------------------,
Mean Sea Level

o --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-200

-400

-600

c:
o -800

l
iIi -1000

-1200

-1400

-1600 -Calculated salinity profile -Observed salinity profile

3530252015105

-1800 L..- ......... --'- '-- ........ --'- ---' ............

o
Salinity, C(z)/Co

Salinity profiles at Kunia Mauka deep monitoring well. The calculated profile is
determined using Equation (13) with D z = 0.600.
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Estimation ofDispersion Coefficient for Ewa Kunia Middle Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, Iix

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, hz

Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (hz - h l )/Iix

Darcy velocity, u = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21°24'25", long. 158°03'59"

6.01 mi

657 ft below mean sea level

23.9 ft

19.6 ft

1,000 ftz/d

-0.000125

0.125 ftz/d

0.1

1.25 ftz/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, Dz

200 ....---------------------------------,

Mean Sea level

o -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

·200

-400

g -600

c:
0

-800
~
Q)

iIi
-1000

-1200

-1400

-1600 - Calculated salinity profile - Observed salinity profile

3530252015105

-1800 L....- -'-- --L.. ......... .&.....- ......... --'- L.....J

o
Salinity, C(z)/Co

Salinity profiles at Ewa Kunia Middle monitoring well. The calculated profile is
determined using Equation (13) with Dz = 0.460.
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Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Waiawa Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, !:u

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head ofthe upper boundary, hi

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, h2

Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (h2 - hl)!!:u

Darcy velocity, u = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = ulP

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21 °24'15", long. 157°59'34"

9.28 mi

755 ft below mean sea level

30.8 ft

17.8 ft

1,000 ft2/d

-0.000265

0.265 ft2/d

0.1

2.65 ft2/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, Dz

200 ....---------------------------------,

Mean Sea Level
o -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-200

-400

g -600

c:
0

~ -800
Q)

iIi
-1000

-1200

-1400

-1600 -Calculated salinity profile -Observed salinity profile

35302515 20

Salinity, C(z)/Co

105

-1800 '- ..L- --'- ---' -'-- -'- ---L ..L-J

o

Salinity profiles at Waiawa deep monitoring well. The calculated profile is
determined using Equation (13) with Dz = 0.570.
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Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Manana Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, !:u

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, hz
Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (hz - hI)!!:u

Darcy velocity, u = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21 °24'11 ", long. 157°58'28"

9.00 mi

654 ft below mean sea level

31.0 ft

19.5 ft

1,000 ftz/d

-0.000242

0.242 ftz/d

0.1

2.42 ftz/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, D z

200

0

-200

-400

~ -600
S
c:
0

~ -800
>
Q)

iIi
-1000

-1200

-1400

Mean Sea level

-1600 - Calculated salinity profile - Observed salinity profile

35302515 20

Salinity, C(z)/Co

105

-1800 L..- -'-- ........ ---''-- -'-- ......... --L ...L....l

o

Salinity profiles at Manana deep monitoring well. The calculated profile is
determined using Equation (13) with Dz = 2.025.
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Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Poliwai Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, /!,x

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, hz
Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (hz - h l )//!,x

Darcy velocity, u = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21 °26'21", long. 158°02'19"

5.80 mi

1,000 ft below mean sea level

27.2 ft

21.8 ft

1,000 ftz/d

-0.000177

0.177 ftz/d

0.1

1.77 ftz/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, D z

200 ,........----------------------------_

Mean Sea Level
o -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-200

-400

g -600

c
0

-800~
>
Q)

iIi
-1000

-1200

-1400

-1600 -Calculated salinity profile -Observed salinity profile

3530252015105

-1800 I...- .....L- --'- '- ....I...- --'- ---' ............

o
Salinity, C(z)/Co

Salinity profiles at Poliwai deep monitoring well. The calculated profile is
determined using Equation (13) with Dz = 0.780.
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Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Kunia T41 Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, /).x

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, hz
Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (hz - hI)//).x

Darcy velocity, u = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21°22'50", long. 158°01'58"

8.65 mi

766 ft below mean sea level

25.7 ft

14.9 ft

1,000 ftz/d

-0.000236

0.236 ftz/d

0.1

2.36 ftz/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, Dz

200 r----------------------------------,
Mean Sea level

o -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-200

-400

~ -600
:::.
c:
0

~
-800

Q)

iIi
-1000

-1200

-1400

-1600 -Calculated salinity profile -Observed salinity profile

35302515 20

Salinity, C(z)/Co

105

-1800 L...- ....&...- --'- ---''-- ..L..- .......... --'' ...L....J

o

Salinity profiles at Kunia T41 deep monitoring well. The calculated profile is
determined using Equation (13) with Dz = 1.108.
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Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Waimalu Middle Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, Iix

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, hz
Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (hz - h l )/Iix

Darcy velocity, U = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21 °24'02", long. 157°56'15"

7.60 mi

666 ft below mean sea level

30.7 ft

23.1 ft

1,000 ftz/d

-0.000189

0.189 ftz/d

0.1

1.89 ftz/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, Dz 0.860 ftz/d

200 .-------------------------------_

Mean Sea Level

o -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-200

-400

§:
-600

c:
0

-800
~
Ql
[j

-1000

-1200

-1400

-1600 - Calculated salinity profile - Observed salinity profile

3530252015105

-1800 L...- ......... ---'- "-- ........ ---'- ---J'--__-'---'

o
Salinity, C(z)/Co

Salinity profiles at Waimalu Middle deep monitoring well. The calculated profile
is determined using Equation (13) with D z = 0.860.
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Estimation of Dispersion Coefficient for Waipio Deep Monitoring Well

Parameter Aquifer Characteristics

Well location

Travel distance, tix

Transition zone midpoint

Hydraulic head of the upper boundary, hI

Hydraulic head at the monitoring well, hz
Hydraulic conductivity, K

Hydraulic gradient, i = (hz - hI)!tix

Darcy velocity, u = -Ki

Effective porosity, P

True velocity, u' = u/P

Seawater salinity, Co

lat. 21°26'14", long. 157°59'43"

7.04 mi

906 ft below mean sea level

30.8 ft

23.0 ft

1,000 ftz/d

-0.000199

0.199 ft2/d

0.1

1.99 ftz/d

34%0

Estimated dispersion coefficient, D z

200 r------------------------------------,
Mean Sea Level

o --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-200

-400

~ -600
S
I::
0

~ -800
Q)

iii
-1000

-1200

-1400

-1600 -Calculated salinity profile -Observed salinity profile

35302515 20

Salinity, C(z)/Co

105

-1800 '-- ........ --'- --''-- -'-- ......... ---L ~

o

Salinity profiles at Waipio deep monitoring well. The calculated profile is
determined using Equation (13) with Dz = 0.478.
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Appendix B. Historical Net Hydraulic Drafe in Pearl Harbor Aquifer

Year
Net Hydraulic Draft (Mgd)

Year
Net Hydraulic Draft (Mgd)

Mink (1980) USGSb This StudyC Mink (1980) USGSb This StudyC

1901 18 1953 193 175 190
1902 36 1954 163 146 161
1903 47 1955 153 135 150
1904 41 1956 157 141 164
1905 93 1957 176 158 175
1906 90 1958 132 122 140
1907 81 1959 167 156 171
1908 101 1960 182 160 181
1909 96 1961 180 157 177
1910 120 1962 181 163 181
1911 126 1963 158 148 160
1912 149 1964 191 181 194
1913 134 1965 165 161 169
1914 126 1966 196 188 205
1915 140 1967 178 170 180
1916 145 1968 174 166 177
1917 132 1969 196 179 201
1918 127 1970 221 192 227
1919 188 163 1971 216 181 218
1920 148 123 1972 213 183 216
1921 154 110 1973 225 194 227
1922 170 144 1974 179 164 193
1923 162 140 1975 206 176 207
1924 169 147 1976 222 197 231
1925 183 158 1977 241 205 242
1926 188 154 1978 219 188 222
1927 149 127 1979 183 231
1928 179 152 172 1980 168 198
1929 181 155 176 1981 190 222
1930 152 126 146 1982 145 166
1931 188 159 181 1983 161 182
1932 162 138 156 1984 147 161
1933 181 157 174 1985 130 144
1934 160 137 153 1986 137 151
1935 153 134 146 1987 147 159
1936 150 128 143 1988 144 159
1937 141 127 142 1989 131 144
1938 156 134 151 1990 137 151
1939 162 132 150 1991 150
1940 171 146 169 1992 156
1941 195 166 192 1993 157
1942 181 156 179 1994 131
1943 178 166 196 1995 104
1944 193 173 196 1996 100
1945 186 171 178 1997 99
1946 146 131 147 1998 104
1947 151 135 150 1999 101
1948 141 125 138 2000 106
1949 156 140 157 2001 105
1950 145 128 147 2002 103
1951 137 123 137 2003 103
1952 180 156 175 2004 96

"Net hydraulic draft is the rate ofpumping minus irrigation return flow.

bData from Oki (1998); no data provided here for 1916 to 1918.

cInciudes comprehensive data obtained from multiple sources, including the Hawaii Commission on Water Resource Management, U.S.
Geological Survey, Honolulu Board of Water Supply, and John Mink (personal communication). The data were compiled and analyzed
in 2005 by Lauren Ishima (unpublished work).
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Appendix C. Determination of the Range of Sustainable Yield of Pearl Harbor Aquifer

The range of sustainable yield of the Pearl Harbor aquifer is estimated by using the
maximum and minimum dispersion coefficient values shown in Table 1.

(1) Estimated Low Sustainable Yield ofPearl Harbor Aquifer

RAM2 is used to determine the maximum equilibrium hydraulic head corresponding to
sustainable yield. First, the maximum dispersion coefficient value (Dz = 2.025 if/day) and
the mean hydraulic residence time (T = 38.6 years, or 14,100 days) are substituted in
Equation (14a), which becomes

1 ~0.02 = -[1- erf( )]
2 .J1.14 X 105

Solving the above equation gives the upper limit of the transition zone where water salinity is
2% of seawater salinity: ~ = 490 ft. This is shown graphically below.

1000 r----------------------------,

800

600

400

~ 200
S
c:::
.2 0

~
[jj -200

-400

-600

-800

Upper Limit of Transition Zone, 1;; =490 ft

-1000 "-
0.0 0.02 0.2 0.4 0.6

Salinity, C(z)/Co

0.8 1.0

Second, using the value for ~ and a value for well depth plus upconing height (Y1 = 300 ft),
the equilibrium hydraulic head is calculated by Equation 16 as follows:

he = 490 + 300 = 19.75 ft
40
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Third, the initial head or the average hydraulic head of the Pearl Harbor aquifer before
pumping started (ho= 35 ft; Liu et aI., 1981) is used to obtain the value of the dimensionless
variable: helho = 0.564.

The sustainable yield as a percentage of the rate ofnatural recharge can then be calculated by
Equation (8a):

Dsus = [1- (he )2]1 = (1- 0.5642)220 = 150 Mgd
ho

(2) Estimated High Sustainable Yield of Pearl Harbor Aquifer

RAM2 is used to determine the minimum equilibrium hydraulic head corresponding to
sustainable yield. First, the minimum dispersion coefficient value (Dz = 0.233 ft2/day) and the
mean hydraulic residence time (r= 38.6 years, or 14,100 days) are substituted in Equation
(14a), which becomes

1 ~
0.02=-[l-erf<" )]

2 1.31 X 104

Solving the above equation gives the upper limit of the transition zone where water salinity is
2% of seawater salinity: {; = 166 ft. This is shown graphically below.

1000 r----------------------------,

800
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400

200 '- ~pperLimit ofTransition Zone, {; =166 ft
~ ~----------------------------------------------------- -----------------------
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-400
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-800

-1000 ,
0.0 0.02 0.2 0.4 0.6

Salinity, C(z)/Co
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Second, using the value for' and a value for well depth plus upconing height ('YJ = 300 ft),
the equilibrium hydraulic head is calculated by Equation 16 as follows:

he = 166 + 300 = 11.65 ft
40

Third, the initial head or the average hydraulic head of the Pearl Harbor aquifer before
pumping started (ho= 35 ft; Liu et aI., 1981) is used to obtain the value of the dimensionless
variable: helho = 0.333.

The sustainable yield as a percentage of the rate ofnatural recharge can then be calculated by
Equation (8a):
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